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Preface
In front of you lies the thesis ‘Understanding the differences in climate change
adaptation: A comparative study from a coevolution perspective of water-related
climate change adaptation in Amsterdam and Rotterdam, the Netherlands. This thesis
has been written to fulfil the graduation requirements of the Bachelor Human
Geography and Urban Planning at the University of Amsterdam. I have conducted this
research for the period from September 2017 to January 2018.
Before starting my thesis I took a major in water and disaster management at the
University of New South Wales in Sydney, Australia. It was there I realised I wanted to
conduct further research on water-related climate change effects. Being home in the
Netherlands again, I signed up for the thesis group Climate Change Adaptation in Deltas.
The research process itself was interesting and inspiring, but also difficult because
climate change adaptation seems to be a pretty new theme on the local, national and
global agenda.
I would like to thank my supervisor for the exceptional guidance and support during this
research. I also want to thank all of the respondents, without whose cooperation I would
have not been able to conduct the analysis. The special help from respondents that came
in the form of books, articles, and discussions: I found your thoughts and contributions
indispensable.
Also, many thanks to my family, partner, and friends. Whenever I was lost in all the
interesting information, countless books and articles, you were there to guide me
through and kept having faith in me.

I hope you enjoy reading this thesis.
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1.

Introduction

According to NASA (2017) there is scientific consensus about the fact climate change
trends over the past century are very likely a consequence of human activities. The
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, 2014 p. 2) states: “Warming of the
climate system is unequivocal, as is now evident from observations of increases in global
average air and ocean temperatures, widespread melting of snow and ice and rising
global average sea level”. It may become clear that changes in climate due to human
activities have a major influence on our daily environment. The consequences of global
climate change are as the word already tells us, global. It is an urgent global challenge,
which is implicated in the 17 Sustainable Development Goals presented the United
Nations (2015). Climate change has long-term implications for the sustainable
development of all countries on every continent.
One of the major consequences of global climate change are more extreme weather
events like: extreme cold events; extreme heat events; droughts; extreme rainfall;
extreme snow and ice storms; tropical cyclones; wildfires; and severe convective storms
(United States National Academies of Sciences 2016). Despite proven changes in the
global climate, the impacts of climate change are engrained with uncertainties about
speed, degree, direction and spatial patterning of potential change (Goudie, 2013).
According to Leiserowitz & Howe (2015) worldwide 40% of the adults have never heard
of climate change. The US National Academies of Sciences (2016) states this lack of
awareness might have something to do with the fluctuations in daily and seasonable
weather and that these fluctuations can mask the changes in the overall climate trends.
Climate change is thus a global issue that has different implications on the Earth’s
atmosphere partly as a result of human induced processes. It may become clear there
are considerable differences in the kind of consequences of climate change and that
these consequences have different local implications. Goudie (2013) describes there is a
difference between the implications for people living in urban areas and people living in
rural surroundings. Urban areas would experience more burdens from extreme weather
like heat stress and more intense and frequent rainfall, which will be outlined later in
this thesis.

1.1.

The Netherlands

The scope of this research will focus on the Netherlands, a low-lying country in the delta
of the Rhine and Meuse rivers (Van Der Hurk et al., 2013). Throughout history, this
deltaic position has brought the country major opportunities for socioeconomic
development, through the sedimentation of the fertile land, use of rivers for
transportation and trade, and providing fresh water for agricultural use. But this
profitable history of the delta has also created some disadvantages and challenges for
the inhabitants who must adapt to the rapidly fluctuating and changing natural and
human-induced conditions and protect themselves from hazards such as floods and
storms. This thesis will focus on two of these consequences of global climate change in
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particular: the increase in the intensity and frequency of heavy rainfall events, and rise
of the global sea level. This choice will be explained comprehensively later in this thesis.
The Netherlands is a country with a high population density, especially in the
metropolitan area in the western part of the country: the Randstad. This are can be seen
in figure 1 represented in the white circle (Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek, 2017). As
a consequence of the Netherlands being a low-lying country surrounded by water, the
country is extra vulnerable to sea level rise, as well as peak river discharges (PBL
Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency, n.d.). Another issue that is noticed is
more intense and more frequent rainfall, which especially burdens the urban areas.
These urban areas consist of pavement, concrete, and brick buildings, and have high
levels of urban development
(Ministry of Infrastructure and the
Environment & the Ministry of
Economic Affairs, 2017). As a
consequence, it is more difficult for
rainwater to infiltrate into the
groundwater and this in turn
creates an increased vulnerability
of flooding after heavy rainfall
events. Therefore, this thesis will
outline these two consequences of
global climate change as an entry
point to the complexities of climate
change adaptation.
Figure 1 Population density in the Netherlands, in 2017 (CBS, 2017).

The Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute (KNMI, 2015) forecasts in all KNMI’14
scenarios for the Netherlands an increase in rainfall during the winter season and an
increase in the intensity and frequency of rainfall during the summer season. Figure 2
shows how rainfall will intensify if a future increase in temperature of 2 degrees Celsius
occurs in the Netherlands.

Figure 2 Situation with more than 100mm precipitation in two days in August 2010 (left),
and an increase of 2 degrees Celcius in the future (right)(KNMI, 2015).
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In September 2017 the Dutch government released the new Deltaplan 2018 (Ministry of
Infrastructure and Environment & Ministry of Economic Affairs, 2017) that for the first
time since the implementation in 2010 of the Delta Programma, included the spatial
adaptation strategies of the Netherlands. This report aims to, among others, raise
awareness to the topic of more intense rainfall as a consequence of global climate
change. In this report the urgency to deal with this topic becomes clear in many ways. It
includes ambitions and agreements to accelerate and intensify policies with a focus on
water flood risks. By 2019 all Dutch municipal authorities should perform a so-called
“stresstest” to gain insight into the vulnerability, and risks related to weather extremes.
One of the main points of the Deltaplan Spatial Adaptation the need for an integral
approach in which water and spatial dimensions are taken into account. In other words,
it seeks to mainstream climate change adaptation strategies in new and existing spatial
developments and designs.
The Cultural Heritage Agency of the Netherlands (Ministry of Education, Culture and
Science, 2016) argue that the Dutch have a long history in relation to water, and that to
deal with todays challenges, it might be of importance to learn from the past in
implementing new policies. It might be useful to look at how our ancestors dealt with
water-related challenges in implementing new solutions to climate change.

1.2.

Two cities – context

The Randstad is high densely populated and its current urban infrastructure consists
mostly of pavement and concrete, and therefore can be seen as a hotspot for flood risks
due to reduced infiltration capacity (PBL
Netherlands Environmental Assessment
Agency, 2010). Also, most of the Randstad
is located below mean sea level and is
vulnerable to flooding, shown in the white
circle in figure 3. One city is of specific
interest: Rotterdam. To understand this
choice, the history of the Netherlands is of
relevance and will be outlined in the next
section.
World War II had a huge impact on the
Netherlands, five days of war and five
years of occupation and stagnation
resulted in 230.000 deaths and 60% of
the Dutch means of production capital
being destroyed (Van Der Cammen & De
Klerk, 2012).
Figure 3 Flood-prone areas within the Netherlands.
(PBL Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency, N.D.).
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The capital city of the Netherlands, Amsterdam, had little material damage (Gemeente
Amsterdam, N.D.) in comparison to the city of Rotterdam. Rotterdam suffered severe
damage in losing almost its complete city centre during the “Bombardement of
Rotterdam” on the 14th of May 1940. More than 24.000 houses, 2.400 shops and another
4.000 buildings were destroyed (Gemeente Rotterdam, N.D.). The reconstruction of
Rotterdam after WOII created new opportunities for Rotterdam to design the city at a
way that dealt with for example housing issues the city suffered before the war. But this
could also have affected the possibilities for the city of Rotterdam to deal with the
consequences of climate change, which will be outlined later this thesis.
It is for this reason that this thesis focuses on the urban infrastructure of Rotterdam, and
how this might have coevolved with the governance, science, and the physical
environment. Because Amsterdam was less severely damaged, and located differently in
the Netherlands, it is interesting to compare these two cities in the way they adapt to
water-related climate change and what events in history could have influenced the way
both cities adapt.

1.3.

Outline

Global climate change is not new, it has been occurring in the history of the planet. There
are wide ranges of natural factors that have influenced the climate system in history and
it is still happening. Nevertheless, human activities are accelerating climate change
(Goudie, 2013). Two of the consequences of global climate change are global sea level
rise, and more frequent and intense rainfall. This bachelor thesis will focus on two high
densely populated cities in the Netherlands: Amsterdam and Rotterdam. These cities
have different histories and it is interesting to research how these histories have
coevolved differently regarding their water governance, science, and its physical system
in order to gain insight in the possible consistency in regard to their current adaptation
strategies when it comes to the water-related consequences of climate change.
The aims of this bachelor thesis are the following: first to research the coevolution
process of governance, science, and the physical system including the natural and manmade physical system, of the cities of Amsterdam and Rotterdam; and secondly to
analyse the differences between the coevolution processes between both cities and how
these affect the climate change adaptation strategies in both cities. This leads to the
following main research question:
“What are the differences in water-related climate change adaptation strategies in
Amsterdam and Rotterdam and how can they be explained from a coevolutionary
perspective?”
This thesis will consist out of five sections: starting with a theoretical framework, which
includes the complexity theory and the coevolution process; followed by the
methodological chapter including the sub-questions, concepts, methodology, and
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context of the research; subsequently followed by the results and analysis section which
will be divided into two sub-sections: the first section outlines the main events
regarding the coevolution history of Rotterdam, followed by the description of the
current water-related adaptation strategies; and the following sub-section which
outlines the main events regarding the coevolution history of Amsterdam, also followed
by the outlining of the current water-related adaptation strategies in place in
Amsterdam. Finally this thesis will conclude with the differences in climate change
adaptation between Amsterdam and Rotterdam and how they can be explained from the
perspective of coevolution. To review the research process, the section of reflection and
discussion is added.
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2.

Theoretical and conceptual framework

The Cultural Heritage Agency of the Netherlands states in the new Deltaplan Spatial
Adaptation (Ministry of Infrastructure and Environment & Ministry of Economic Affairs,
2017) that the history of the Netherlands might be important to consider in the
adaptation of new spatial design when it comes to climate adaptation. The histories of
Amsterdam and Rotterdam might have coevolved differently over time and this possibly
had implications on the way these cities deal with water-related climate change
adaptation. One comparative case study of coevolution was conducted in order to
analyse the coevolution of both cities and has followed the governance, science, and
physical history, including the urban planning and environmental history of both
Amsterdam and Rotterdam. The complexity theory and the process of coevolution will
be outlined in the next section as a means to explain the history and current status of
governance, science, and the physical situation.

2.1.

Complexity Theory and Coevolution

Complexity Theory
Cities can be seen as complex systems that consist of different sub-systems: a physical
sub-system, which represents the buildings linked by streets, roads and infrastructure;
and a human sub-system which represents the movements, interaction and activity of
people including its policies (Hillier 2012, p. 24). According to Gerrits (2008, p. 9), a
complexity theoretical framework should take three elements into consideration: a
complex system cannot be researched in isolation; there is reciprocal interaction
between the different systems within the city; and the causality between cause and
consequence can be influenced by unexpected situations. These elements will be
outlined below.
First, a complex system cannot be researched in isolation because it would decrease its
explanatory power. Gerrits (2008) states that physical change is driven by many
different developments, and decisions made by other actors should be included.
Zevenbergen et al. (2008 p. 81) draw further upon this point and state that urban floods
cannot be managed in isolation because they are complex through interlinked political,
socio-economic and environmental changes. To understand the nature of vulnerability
and in turn how to build resilience, the system should be seen as a complex system in
which everything is intertwined. A systematic approach in which the interrelations of
systems are taken considered is required, because this is crucial for complete
understanding of the complex relationship between decisions, causes and effects.
Secondly, the framework must take into consideration the reciprocal interaction that
exists between systems. This interaction can be one-sided, but is more often a circular
relationship. In other words: a change in one system, will evoke a change in another
system, which in turn will affect or evoke change in the next system. Finally, the
relationship between cause and consequence of a change in a system can be influenced
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by unexpected situations, as well through implementation of a change at a different
location or time (Gerrits, 2008 p. 9).
According to Stagl (2007) the world is complex a complex system in which systems
within the cities are interdependent and have a high uncertainty. She states that the
coevolution process could assist in understanding the processes that led to the current
states of the systems. The next paragraph will outline the history and applicability of the
coevolution process.
Coevolution
Ehrlich & Raven (1964) were the first authors to formally describe the concept of
coevolution, using it to demonstrate the reciprocal evolutionary relationships between
plants and flowers through mutual selective interaction. Gual & Norgaard (2010) explain
that the concept of coevolution as a type of evolution comes from its reciprocal nature of
selection in which one organism can depend on the evolution of another organism. As
becomes clear from these two statements, coevolution was mainly used as a concept
within biological sciences. There is much knowledge about the biological processes of
coevolution, but much less about the added value for other levels and scales using the
concept of coevolution. Within social sciences the concept of coevolution is less
developed, and Gual & Norgaard (2010) argue contradiction in the concepts used in
social sciences is an important reason for this.
The main processes of coevolution in biological sciences are selection and variation, in
which the natural selection is used to reference to the process of evolution in so-called
‘undisturbed’ environments (Gual & Norgaard, 2010). This is an important element of
the biological coevolution process, because by limiting the scope only at the undisturbed
environments, the role of human agency is being neglected. However, from the moment
Homo sapiens existed, there have been complex interactions between the systems of
social institutions and technologies. This process has accelerated since the industrial
revolution as a consequence of rapid development of the economic markets, which in
turn influenced and reshaped the physical environment in which they exist (Gual &
Norgaard, 2010 p. 712). To deal with future challenges, it is important to also include the
role of human agency in the coevolution process to gain more knowledge about the links
between the different systems. This in turn could give experts more clues about how
social and technological systems need to be changed in order to contribute to a
sustainable future (Stagl, 2007; Gual & Norgaard 2010).
Norgaard et al. (2009) state that the urban environment reacts to choices made in the
past and the present in the context of governance, science and the physical system.
These systems evolve individually, but also by coevolving and affecting the other
systems through time. It is also for this reason that Gerrits (2008) states the explanatory
power of coevolution can be found in the pattern of mutual influence that can arise
between organisms, or in the case of this research, between complex adaptive systems.
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This thesis describes how the processes of governance, science, and the physical
environment changed over time and how experts in different times handled the
challenges in the complex systems of the cities.
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3. Research design and methodologies
This section will first outline the sub-questions and concepts related to the main
research question presented in the sections above. Subsequently the research design
and methodology will be presented.

3.1.

Research questions and concepts

Four sub-questions were formulated in order to elaborate on the concepts presented in
the main research question. The questions are followed in the cases of Amsterdam and
Rotterdam and are as follows:
Sub-question 1:
How have the systems of science, governance, and the physical environment of
Rotterdam coevolved over time?
1a.

How has Rotterdam and its environment evolved over time?

1b.

How have the urban planning, policy, and science history in Rotterdam
evolved over time?

Sub-question 2:
Which water-related climate adaptation strategies are used within Rotterdam?
Sub-question 3:
How have the systems of science, governance, and the physical environment of
Amsterdam coevolved over time?
3a.

How has Amsterdam and its environment evolved over time?

3b.

How have the urban planning, policy, and science history in Amsterdam
evolved over time?

Sub-question 4:
What water-related climate adaptation strategies are used within Amsterdam?
These questions were chosen because they represent the different aspects of the
coevolution process presented in section 2. The next section will discuss the concepts
integrated in the sub-questions above in order to understand the coevolution process of
the systems in Rotterdam and Amsterdam.
3.1.1. Concepts
To answer the sub-questions above, this thesis associates three concepts to understand
how Amsterdam and Rotterdam cope with water-related climate change, specifically:
climate change adaptation; urban planning and structure; and science and governance.
These concepts will be outlined and discussed in the next sections.
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Climate change adaptation
The concept of climate change refers to every change in the global climate system,
regardless if it is natural or by human-induced (Buckingham & Turner 2012: p. 179).
Knox & Marston (2014, p. 2) define climate change as a change that happens over long
time periods of decades or longer, and alters the composition of the global atmosphere
(Daniels et al., 2012). Rowntree et al. (2014, p. 72) add the component of human
induced climate change as a result of the capitalist system, which prioritises continual
economic development and industrialisation. This in turn has serious implications for all
organisms on earth: plants, animals and people.
Buckingham & Turner (2012) identify two ways to deal with climate change: mitigation
and adaptation. Mitigation is the process of reducing or decreasing the emissions that
accelerate climate change, to ensure the amount of gasses in the atmosphere are
changed or reduced. This can be achieved by voluntary or regulated actions. Lateral
initiatives, negotiated agreements and public voluntary agreements are examples of
voluntary actions; local government and legislations can be seen as regulated actions to
mitigate climate change. Mitigation has historically been the main focus when it comes
to coping with climate change (Francescho-Huidobro et al., 2017).
Adaptation is another means to deal with the consequences of climate change. There are
different types of adaptation techniques: technical, in the way of building dykes, sluices
and dams; behavioural, in the way of changing the consumer patterns; or adaptation in
the way of changing policy, with for example different planning regulations
(Buckingham & Turner, 2012). Adaptation is mostly used as a reaction to the
consequences of climate change, however sometimes, but rarely can be anticipatory.
According to Francescho-Huidobro et al. (2017), climate change brings new challenges
to urban delta cities. These delta cities are increasingly vulnerable to flooding as a
consequence of climate change. There is a transition needed from mitigation strategies
towards more adaptation in urban planning. Therefore adaptation strategies and urban
planning are included in this research. The next section will outline the concept of urban
planning and structure.
Urban Planning and Stucture
As mentioned, climate change brings new urban challenges to delta cities. Amsterdam
and Rotterdam areas have a history of flooding, but the flooding never was a problem,
until the areas became urbanized and developed. Man-made infrastructure, land
reclamation and the altering of rivers created less space for water in the urban areas and
this subsequently results in further problems when combined with heavier and more
frequent rainfall, and rising sea levels due to climate change (Francescho-Huidobro et
al., 2017).
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According to Francescho-Huidobro et al. (2017) spatial structure can be defined as the
way space is used in the city, but also how the use of these spaces have changed and how
they influence the urban vulnerability. The way a city is structured, might influence the
adaptation possibilities to climate change. Especially the Randstad, which is relatively
dense, consisting of a high degree of development, and is polycentric (Van Der Cammen
& De Klerk, 2012), the cities can be seen as having specific challenges to deal with
climate change.
The current structure plays a significant role in the way these cities are planned and will
be developed in the future, in which a lot of stakeholders and actors have an important
say. In other words: the choices around urban planning and infrastructure investments
made today will influence the vulnerability of the city in the future. Therefore, climate
adaptation can be seen as a new challenge for investors as well as spatial planners
(Aerts et al., 2012)
Governance and science
For this thesis the focus is on water management, so this section will focus on water
governance and science within the Netherlands. It will be outlined how the governance
has evolved on national level to understand how the system on the national level
incorporates with the local levels of the cities of Amsterdam and Rotterdam which will
be outlined in section 4.
As mentioned in the introduction, water has always been a significant factor for the
Netherlands due to the fact that the Netherlands is a man-made land with still 26% of
the country below mean sea level (PBL Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency,
N.D.). This percentage highlights the urgency of how important it is to manage the water
safety. The traditional way of dealing with water can be defined as defensive and from a
‘command-and-control approach’ as Wolsink (2006, p. 473) calls it. Science, knowledge
and technical innovations used to be the mainstream approach as a solution for the
ecological problems, as for example the implementation of the Deltaplan. This period
was seen as ‘working against water’ using hard infrastructure as coastal defences (PBL
Netherlands Assessment Agency 2010).
The late 1990s were characterised by a shift in environmental awareness about climate
change and subsequently changing the politics questioning if measures, as dykes would
be effective to change climate change. This created more awareness about the human
interference on nature and changed towards a more soft approach ‘working with water’
(Francesch-Huidobro et al., 2017).
The new Deltaplan Spatial Adaptation (2017) highlights the importance of sharing
knowledge because that would speed up, and increase the quality of spatial adaptation.
It also describes the necessity for active and broad participation of the society on all
levels, but especially on the local level of municipalities, water boards, non-state actors
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and residents. And this is where the concepts of adaptation, science, governance and
physical environment come together: an integral approach by connecting water and
spatial design in adaptive measures could increase water safety in the future.

3.2.

Research design

This thesis analyses the possible differences in climate change adaptation in Amsterdam
and Rotterdam, two cities in the Netherlands. Because both cities are so-called water
cities they are especially vulnerable to the consequences of climate change. Especially
more intense and frequent rainfall are challenges for these cities, and this makes it
interesting to analyse what the differences are between both cities and which parts of
coevolved history might have had an influence on the adaptation to water-related
climate change.
3.2.1. Case study
A comparative case study was deemed to be the best fit to analyse and outline the
differences in coevolution and adaptation between both cities. Case study research can
be difficult to generalise (Bryman, 2012 p. 69), however, the aim of this research is not
to generalise but to identify the differences between Amsterdam and Rotterdam in order
to understand how the systems in those cities have coevolved and which influence this
might have had on the current situation of water-related climate change. Therefore, a
comparative design was added in order “[…] to understand social phenomena better
when they are compared in relation to two or more meaningfully contrasting cases or
situations” (Bryman, 2012 P. 72). Additionally, the contextual uniqueness of the case
study cites can also be seen as an important factor regarding the choice for the
comparative case study.
3.2.2. Methods and data collection
This research focuses on a possible consistency between the coevolution histories and
the differences in water-related climate change adaptation strategies in the cities of
Amsterdam and Rotterdam. Therefore, this research was conducted as an explorative
research type. As can be seen in the conceptual framework in figure 4, this research aims
to analyse how the coevolution histories of the concepts of governance and science, and
the physical system of both cities might have had an influence on the current waterrelated climate adaptation strategies in both cities.
According to Babbie (2007) explorative research is used as a flexible type of research
that can address different research questions of all types (what, why, or how). This type
of research relies on techniques such as: secondary research; reviewing data and
literature; informal qualitative methods, like in-depth interviews, focus groups and case
studies. Baarda & de Goede (2001) state explorative research can be considered as an
intermediate between descriptive and testing research. This research is conducted when
the researcher wants to know what is happening in a specific case or setting, so the
research goes beyond just describing the situation. The researcher might already have
any ideas about possible consistencies between the researched topics.
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Interlinked and interdependent
coevolution processes
Governance /
Science
Water-related
climate
adaptation
strategies

Physical
system
Figure 4. Conceptual Model. Source: Author

Data collection
The data used in this research was collected through in-depth semi-structured
interviews with 7 experts from Amsterdam and Rotterdam and were conducted in the
period from October to December 2017, and more information about the experts can be
found in Appendix A. The start of every interview was standardized, followed by personspecific questions regarding their professional background. An interview guide was
used in order to guarantee all relevant questions were asked. The interviewees were
selected according to their knowledge regarding the topic of this thesis and snowball
sampling was used in order to find more experts. The interviews conducted were
between 30 and 110 minutes per respondent.
After conducting the interviews, the data obtained was analysed after being categorised
using Microsoft Office Word. The data obtained from the interviews was divided into
three categories: (water) governance; science; and the physical system, including urban
structures and the natural environment. Beside the theme categorization, the author
also categorized the data by author to get an extra insight in the positionality of the
respondent.
The researcher also participated in related events, like the International Amsterdam
Water Week 2017, in which delegates from over the world visited Amsterdam to gain
more knowledge about how the Dutch deal with water; she visited and analysed the case
study cites and experienced in real life how for example the water squares in Rotterdam
are being used; and participated in relevant lectures on the topic of water-related
climate adaptation.
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3.3.

Context

This section will outline the different contexts of Rotterdam and Amsterdam in order to
gain more insight about why these two cities are important for this research. The first
section will outline the information about Rotterdam, subsequently followed by the
context of Amsterdam.
3.3.1. Context of Rotterdam
As the name already indicates, Rotterdam is called after a little village on the river the
Rotte with a dam in it. This dam was built in the second half of the 13th century to
prevent the village from flooding because it was located on an open connection to the
Northsea (Van Der Schoor, 1999; Interview 1). This dam was actually the first measure
Rotterdam took in regard to water management and water safety (Gemeente Rotterdam
et al., 2007). On the 17th of March 1299 Rotterdam received its city rights, and canals
were built around the city (Van Der Schoor, 1999). Between 1449 and 1525 the first
brick building was build: the Laurenschurch. In this time, the city consisted of
approximately 1200 houses. By the end of the 17th century the city had at least 53.000
inhabitants (Van Der Cammen & De Klerk, 2006) and these people still lived within the
old city walls and canals, which meant the city was literally overcrowded.
Because of its geographical location, Rotterdam must deal with water coming from four
sides: the increasing river discharge; the rising sea level; increasing ground water levels;
and an increase in precipitation (Gemeente Rotterdam et al., 2007; Ward et al., 2013;
Francesch-Huidobro et al., 2017).
The city Rotterdam is a part of the larger area of the Randstad. The city has 634.660
inhabitants and is seen as the second biggest city of the Netherlands (CBS, 2017). The
city itself is mainly built above sea level, which can be seen in figure 5. The figure
represents a height map and cross section from the city of Rotterdam and the so-called
polders surrounding the city. Some of the polders are 6 or 7 metres below mean sea
level. This means the water safety must be reliable in order to keep the inhabitants safe,
but also to protect the economic interests of the city and the international port of
Rotterdam (Gemeente Rotterdam et al., 2007). The economic assets of the urban
agglomeration of Rotterdam exposed to the risk of coastal flooding were an estimated
US$114.89 billion in 2007, and the future assets are an estimated US$825.68 billion
(Nicholls et al., 2007).
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Figure 5 Height map and cross section of the Rotterdam area. (Algemeen Hoogtebestand Nederland, 2017.
Maker: author).

As might become clear, water is part of the DNA of the city of Rotterdam (Gemeente
Rotterdam et al., 2007). This also means that water has always had a special role in the
city from its origins.
3.3.2. Context of Amsterdam
Before the Netherlands were inhabited, the nature was untamed in the area were
Amsterdam would be founded (Hogenes & Elias, 1997). Around the 13th century,
farmers from the Waterland area moved to the banks of the estuary of the Amstel River.
Around 1270 these new inhabitants build a sluice dam in the Amstel River, to create
more safety and stability for the people living there, because the rising IJ waters
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sometimes flooded the settlement. This intervention can be seen as the first measure
Amsterdam took in regard to water management (Waternet 2012).
The geographical location of Amsterdam creates different challenges when it comes to
water management in comparison to Rotterdam. Amsterdam mainly has to deal with
more and frequent rainfall events and the possibility of flooding (Waternet, 2012).
Amsterdam was built on marshy ground and the piles where placed to keep the city
from sinking, that is why it is called a ‘city on wooden piles’. The city of Amsterdam is
mainly built above sea level, which can be seen in figure 6. The figure represents a
height map and cross section from the city of Amsterdam and the polders surrounding
it. As can be seen, most of the city is amply above mean sea level, which is a consequence
of the fact the city was heightened when founded using the mud from digging the canals
(Waternet, 2012).
Amsterdam is the capital and a largest city of the Netherlands with 844.947 inhabitants
(CBS, 2017). The city has an important economical function with a current total value of
assets exposed to flooding of $128.33 billion, and the future assets are estimated at
US$843.70 billion in 2070 (Nicholss et al., 2007). The spatial dynamics and urban design
of the city are strongly intertwined with the water system that is in place in the city
(Waternet, 2012). From the city’s establishment on it has profitably used the water
system for economic and urban developments.
As well as Rotterdam, Amsterdam has water in its DNA, which has shaped the city
throughout history, to its current situation. However, the differences in challenges
regarding the water-related consequences of climate change are different. Rotterdam
identifies more intense and frequent rainfall, rising sea level; increased river discharge;
and increasing ground water levels as main challenges. Amsterdam only identifies more
intense and frequent rainfall as current main challenge, it is, among the urban design,
this thesis focuses on a comparison between Amsterdam and Rotterdam as comparative
case study.
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Figure 6 Height map and cross section of Amsterdam. (Algemeen Hoogtebestand Nederland, 2017. Maker:
Author)
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4.

Results and analysis

This section will discuss the sub-questions introduced in section 3. The analysis will be
divided into two different sections: the first sections 4.1 and 4.2 focuses on the city of
Rotterdam and will start with discussing the tipping points in the coevolution histories
of the city, followed by the current water-related adaptation strategies in place; the
second section of 4.3 and 4.4 will focus on the city of Amsterdam and will first discuss
the tipping points in the coevolution histories of Amsterdam, followed by the current
water-related adaptation strategies in place in Amsterdam.

4.1.

Rotterdam

This section will discuss the three iconic moment in history that are seen as important
for the current situation of water management in Rotterdam: The Singelplan of Willem
Nicolaas Rose from 1841; the Bombardement of Rotterdam in the Second World War;
and the Architecture Biennial of 2005 in which a new plan for the city was designed.
These moments will be discussed in chronological order as they are presented above.
4.1.1. Singelplan Willem Nicolaas Rose 1841
By 1840 the city inhabited 78.000 people within a city with no systematic urban
planning strategy in place. Rotterdam still flooded, and several cholera epidemics
occurred. In 1841 the architect of the municipality of Rotterdam and director of the
Public Works Willem Nicolaas Rose of the city designed a plan for the city as a solution
for the problems that came forward of the overcrowded city: a dirty environment; and a
polluted drinking water. This project was called the Water Project:
“This project consisted of technological improvements in the city, but also out of
institutional changes in the responsibility for the water within in the city, which needed to
shift from polder authorities to the city council’s responsibility” (Interview 4).
This shift was necessary because the polder authorities refused to flush the city waters
during wintertime, resulting in highly polluted city water. The project also included the
digging of new canals, implementation of new pumps for fresh water, constructing of
new sewers, and relocation of polluting factories and slaughterhouses outside of the
city. However, the city council rejected the plan because it was too costly.
After the third cholera epidemic, the city council approved the ideas of Rose to improve
the hygienic situation in the city by implementing a new system of pumping stations,
sluices and 30 kilometres of canals in the city centre (Interview 4). This new design of
the city centre has also influenced the liveability of the city because the city council
financed the plan from selling building plots around the water, creating better living
environments. This plan of Willem Nicolaas Rose was seen as “the first plan in which
water, urban planning, and the upgrading of the liveability of the centre went hand-inhand” (Interview 4).
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This plan can be seen as one of the first iconic moments of Rotterdam in which a shift
had been made within water governance, in which besides the technical benefits of the
plan, the liveability of the city was also taken into account. This was something new for
the city of Rotterdam:
“… In which besides the technical side, also the character of the city was taken into
consideration” (Interview 4).
Another important feature from the plan of Rose was the shift of responsibility for the
water management from the polder authorities to the city council, which was also
something new for that time.
4.1.2. The Bombardement of Rotterdam WOII
The building of the canals according to the plan of Rose in 1841, can be seen as one of
the first major interventions in regard to systematic city planning. During this period of
the industrial cityscape, the wealth of the city grew, resulting in a more attractive city
centre because leisure was important for the new city elite. Prosperity was the theme of
Rotterdam during this time. However, during the First World War, the trade and the
port of Rotterdam stagnated. After WOI, the city and its economy slowly recovered from
the aftermath of the war, also as a consequence of the crisis (Mens, 2007). The urban
planner Witteveen created a new plan for the re-flourishing of the city, however, this
never materialized because the city of Rotterdam was bombed on the 14th of May 1940.
The Bombardement of Rotterdam during the Second World War left devastation. As
mentioned earlier, almost the entire city centre of Rotterdam was destroyed,
approximately 50.000 people were left homeless (Van Der Cammen & De Klerk, 2012).
By June 1941 Witteveen already designed a new plan for the city of Rotterdam, for the
rebuilding of the city in which his pre-war ideas of redevelopment, solving traffic
problems, and a new city design were outlined. However, this idea was never executed
(Mens, 2007). The alternative plan, the Basic Plan for the Rebuilding of the Rotterdam
Inner City by city planner C. van Traa, was a plan based on the principles of the
functional city, and not as much on the principles of the idea of Rose anymore, which
resulted into the challenges the city is facing nowadays with regard to the possibilities of
adapting to climate change:
“As a result of the Bombardement, the city consist mostly out of flat roofs” (Interview 7).
Most importantly from this plan, was the idea of functional zoning, which meant every
function in the city centre, has its own sphere, and the idea of function selection in which
the inner city was fated for economically strong functions:
“It was the choice to build according the American style, in which the inner cities did not
had to be pretty, but just functional and accessible” (Interview 4).
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This resulted in a city centre for economic purposes, and housing and industries had to
move to the outer city. Functionalism became the mainstream idea after WOII. The
result of this after-war modern centre development was a city centre in which the
functions were divided in mostly only space for offices. Only 1% of the city centre was
used for housing purposes (Interview 4). The most important characteristics for the city
centre were that it needed to be functional and accessible. This resulted in a city that
consisted of pavement and bricks. Some of the canals in the city centre were filled with
debris from the bombing, as can be seen in figure 7, which shows the situation of the
Schiekade (Interview 4).

Figure 7 Schiekade Rotterdam after the Bombardement 1940 (SERC, 2017).

As can be seen from the picture above, the debris existed out of all kinds of building
materials. As a consequence of the filling up of the canals and rebuilding according to
functional zoning principle of the functional city, there were several major consequences
for the current day adaptation possibilities to water-related climate change.
Sewage System
The first challenge is the possibility to increase or detangle the sewage system.
Rotterdam has a combined sewage system in which rainwater, as well as wastewater is
being drained through the same pipes. In case of heavy rain or more frequent rain, this
results in overflowing of the system and this is undesirable because it leads to polluted
water being transferred into the open surface water and an overload of pressure on the
sewage system.
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“But the closed canals used to have a function: the canals were used as a catchment for
rainwater; as a discharge for rainwater and for the transport and accessibility”
(Interview 4).

A solution to this would be a detangled sewage system in which the overload of
rainwater can be overflowed into the open surface water. However, because the city
centre of Rotterdam was rebuilt using debris, there is literally not enough capacity to
increase or detangle the sewage system below the surface. This leads to new challenges
in regard to the irregularity of precipitation (Interview 1; 4; 7). A sewage system needs
to be maintained, but instead of replacing it for a detangled system:
“The city has the possibility to invest the money they would otherwise use for the building
of the new system, for the adaptive measurements in the public space” (Interview 2).
Infiltration Capacity
The second challenge in adaptation to water-related climate change as a consequence of
the Bombardement, is the limited infiltration capacity of the city centre which also
relates to the sewage system discussed earlier (Interview 4; 7). As mentioned above, the
new plan of the functional city focused on function zoning in which the city centre was
intended for working purposes. This resulted in:
“Optimal accessibility of the city centre because this was well thought out in the new plans,
but attractiveness and quality were of no value in these plans. This resulted in a massive,
ugly inner city which was only used for working purposes” (Interview 4).
And as a consequence of this massive inner city, the city consists mainly out of offices
and pavement (Interview 4; 7). This means that the infiltration capacity of the city, as a
result of this pavement, is limited. The roads and sidewalks, the flat roofs of the offices,
do not have the capacity to let rainwater infiltrate into the groundwater, and this could
cause flooding which is not desirable because the consequence could be disruption of
everyday life (interview 1; 2). The limited infiltration capacity of rainwater posses a
major challenge on the system as well, and new measures have to be taken to deal with
this. These measures will be outlined later in the section 4.1.2. about adaptation
strategies in Rotterdam.
4.1.3. Architecture Biennial 2005
The third iconic moment regarding water management in Rotterdam is the Architecture
Biennial in 2005. However, it was not only this point in 2005, which made a difference, it
was also the period before and after 2005 until today that was of relevance to the
current water-related adaptation strategies in place today. The next section will outline
the related history of 2000 to the present with the biennial in 2005 as the pivotal
moment in changing the urban design process to account for climate change and water
management as well governance and the physical system.
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In 2000 the Waterplan 1 was presented (Interview 4), a plan that mainly focused on the
water quality in the city from a technical perspective:
“Waterplan 1 was still really technical, focus on water quality” (Interview 4).
In Rotterdam, after the plan of Rose in 1841, most of the water management within
Rotterdam was focused on technological solutions and plans analysed and designed by
engineers (Interview 4). However, after the period of critique on the post-war
modernism city centre and the awareness of climate change consequences, the
awareness raise that something needed to change within Rotterdam.
“During the process of the Waterplan, Al Gore presented his new movie about climate
change, and this was a new vision because everyone was focusing on mitigation at that
time” (Interview 4).
Rotterdam Waterplan 2
In 2005 the Municipality of Rotterdam together with De Urbanisten hosted the
Architecture Biennial in which the question was raised: ‘What does climate change mean
for the urban design of Rotterdam? This was a crucial moment in the history of water
management in Rotterdam, because for the first time in history, actors from different
disciplines and sectors came together to actually talk and about climate proof solutions
for the urban design of the city.
“This biennial really changed the way of thinking about water management related to
urban design” (Interview 2).
&
“This was the first step towards an integral and interdisciplinary approach of acting and
thinking” (Interview 4).
As a result of this biennial in 2005, a new design for the city was presented, a vision for
the future of Rotterdam (Interview 4). This vision was being translated into Waterplan
2: the first Waterplan ever presented in which integral and interdisciplinary thinking
and implementing was introduced (Interview 4).
“This plan was not about only water anymore, it was about water in relation to other:
organisations; urban planning; liveability of a city; and more” (Interview 4).
The Waterplan 2 was approved by the city board, nonetheless on one special condition:
Rotterdam had to become internationally leading in climate adaptation (Interview 4).
They designed strategies to adapt to climate change and these strategies will be outlined
in section 4.2. The main goals of becoming internationally leading on climate change
adaptation are about the exchange of knowledge and best practise, but also creating
more support for the ideas and strategies to keep innovating and improving the city:
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“One of the drivers between the exchange of knowledge of the strategies as for example
joining the C40 network, is you create support for more innovation” (Interview 6).
And as a consequence of joining networks like the C40 or the resilient city network,
more funds become available for more research and public relations:
“ This was amazing, because more money available, meant more possibilities for research!”
(Interview 4).

Bottom-up approach in water-governance
It can be said that Rotterdam used to have a top-down planning and implementation
process, however after the economic crisis, budgets were and are low and the local
governments have to come up with different ways to implement climate adaptation:
“The funny thing is that the city had this vision, then the economy collapsed, there were no
funds available at the municipality anymore, so we changed our strategy: Where we used
to build big things, like the watersquares […] we now build smaller projects to make the
city more climateproof” (Interview 4).
The integral, interdisciplinary approach can also be seen as a more bottom-up approach,
in which participation from all sides of society are implemented (Interview 7). One of
the examples of more bottom-up approaches is Water Sensitive Rotterdam; a movement
that helps people change their own environment into a more climate adaptive
environment. The aim of the movement is to help mainstream water resilience into new
and current situations. According to the director of the movement, these adaptive
measurements create much more than only water awareness:
“The implementation of the water square Bellamyplein created social cohesion in a
neighbourhood which was known as a problematic area. Nowadays, children are playing
outside, parents are gardening in their own city community garden, and people are talking
to each other. That is something to be proud of” (Interview 4).
According to Norgaard (1994) many systems in social and natural worlds are evolving
on their own but affect the evolution of the other system, the coevolution process. In the
situation focussing on the complex and intertwined systems of Rotterdam in regard to
the co-evolution of governance, science and the physical system, it can be said that these
systems affect, and change each other. The iconic moments in the history present the
interdependencies of the systems; and the next section will outline the water-related
adaptation strategies that might come from the historical changes and decisions in the
systems.
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4.2.

Water-related climate adaptation strategies in Rotterdam

Section 4.1. discussed the process of coevolutionary events in the history of the water
management in Rotterdam, and it also mentioned some of the consequences of these
events on the possibilities to deal with present day climate change. Water-related
climate adaptation in Rotterdam has to come in different ways because the city has to
deal with different challenges in regard to climate change: increased ground water
tables; increased river discharges; and more and frequent precipitation.
There have always been shifts in water-related adaptation strategies in Rotterdam, as
for example: the dam built in the river the Rotte; the digging of canals; and the
implementation of water pumps. All these measures can be seen as top-down technical
strategies to deal with water. However, as mentioned in the previous section: since the
implementation of the Waterplan 2, a more integrated approach of water adaptation
strategies is implemented, in which experts from different disciplines work together in
order to understand the complexity of the system and come up with a sustainable
approach for the future. After the economic crisis, fewer funds from the public sector are
available and therefore a more bottom-up approach is pursued in which the strategies
focus more on small-scale initiatives. This section will outline the top-down and bottomup strategies divided into the water-related consequences of climate change: rising sea
level and increasing river discharge, and more intense and frequent precipitation and
increased ground water tables.
4.2.1. Rising sea level and increasing river discharge
As mentioned above, rising sea level is affecting Rotterdam because it has an open
connection to sea trough the Nieuwe Maas and the Nieuwe Waterweg. In case of high
tide, the barrier the Maeslantkering, can be closed. This barrier was the last part of the
Deltawerken, which were an adaptation measure of the Dutch government implemented
after the North Sea Flood of 1953 (Deltawerken, 2009). Besides this barrier, the dykes
and quays have been strengthen and raised to deal with higher levels of water to
guarantee the safety and protect the assets of the city. However, this is not the easiest
challenge because national water programs mostly manage the rivers and the sea:
“Challenges regarding the sea and the rivers are mostly managed by national programs, as
for example “Room for the River” (Interview 7).
This also refers to the complexity in these systems because so many actors are involved
in which all interests need to be considered in order for a good collaboration in decision
making processes to preserve the safety of the region:
“You have to deal with a lot of different actors and interests in regard to bigger projects:
transport, mobility, infrastructure” (Interview 4).
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Focusing on water governance, the challenges regarding the river and sea, are also party
managed by national levels of governance: Rijkswaterstaat and the three water boards of
the Rotterdam area. This makes it a difficult and challenging aspect of implementing
adaptation strategies (Interview 4). More intense and frequent precipitation and
increased ground water levels are a more local challenge in regard to water-related
climate change consequences and will be outlined in the next section.
4.2.2. More intense and frequent precipitation and increased ground water tables
One of the biggest local challenges for the city of Rotterdam is the increase in the
amount and frequency of rainfall that increases the pressure on the system, and
consequently could result in flooding (Interview 7). The next paragraph will outline the
situation in regard to the more intense and frequent precipitation in the city and the
increased ground water levels and subsequently the solutions to these challenges. These
challenges can be seen as top-down and big scale projects, as well as more bottom-up,
integral projects.
Bathtub
Rotterdam is called a ‘bathtub’, meaning all the precipitation that falls into the city needs
to be pumped out. Some parts of the city centre are 7 metres above mean sea level. In
case of heavy rainfall, this water needs to be pumped out of the city, and with the
current climate change occurring, the pumping capacity is not enough and this might
result in floods (Interview 4; 7). This can also be seen in figure 8, in which a simple
representation of the current system is shown. In case of excessive rainfall, the water
needs to be pumped out of the city. The current system can be seen as:
“[…] an unhealthy system, implemented from a sheer technological perspective, all from
the ideology of feasibility of the city which misses the attractiveness, greening and quality
of the city” (Interview 4).
The current system is thus an inflexible system, in which most measurements were
implemented top-down and only from a technological viewpoint. Resulting in measures
that did not take the aesthetics of the city into consideration.
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Figure 8. Simple representation of the current challenges of Rotterdam.
(Rotterdam Adaptation Strategy, 2012)

The current situation as shown in figure 8 shows the current challenges of the system.
All rain that falls on the city needs to be pumped out in order to be discharged into the
river and subsequently into the sea. One of the solutions for Rotterdam would be to
increase the surface water capacity, however, as can be seen in figure 9, with the current
subsiding of the surface and the fact that some areas are below sea level, more areas
within the city will have a shortage on water catchment possibilities. Especially
vulnerable are the 19th century neighbourhoods and the city centre:
“Due to a lack of catchment possibilities for rainwater in the city centre and 19th century
neighbourhoods, that is where we have the biggest problems. This is the result of the fact
that everything is build densely and consists mostly out of concrete” (Interview 4).

Figure 9 Locations with expected water storage shortages. (Rotterdam Climate Initiative 2013).

Another possibility would be to detangle and increase the current sewage system, but as
already mentioned in section 4.1.2. This might impose difficulties as a consequence of
the urban structure of the city. The measures mentioned could mostly be seen as top-
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down and technical solutions, which regarding the new integrated approach to water
management of the city of Rotterdam does not fit in this new approach. The next
paragraphs will discuss some of the more integrated approaches in regard to the
challenges to more intense and frequent rainfall.
Watersquares
Rotterdam was the first to design and implement the so-called ‘watersquares’ in which
water storage is combined with the improvement of the quality of the urban public
space.
“Rotterdam was one of the first cities in the Netherlands in which water management and
urban design was combined in problems and challenges” (Interview 2).
The watersquare ‘Benthemplein’, as can be seen in figure 10, consists of three basins that
collect rainwater. After the rain, the water of the two shallower basins is released and
infiltrates into the groundwater, this in turn balances the water table in times of
drought. The other bigger basin, releases its water within 36 hours to relieve the
combined sewage system (Goedbloed, 2017). This watersquare at Benthemplein is the
example of a top-down adaptive measurement. However, after the economic crisis, these
squares got too expensive to be implemented, so a shift towards more integrated
squares has been made in which support from private and public sectors come together
resulting in squares that considered different interests from different stakeholders, even
resulting in more social cohesion (Interview 4).

Figure 10 Water Square Benthemplein (Source: C40 Cities).
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Multifunctional roofs
Another adaptation measure in Rotterdam is the use of city’s rooftops as a second
ground level. This multifunctional approach of using rooftops to deal with flooding, air
quality and shortage on green space is a new way to deal with these problems.
Rotterdam has an estimated 14,5 km2 of rooftops available, and is implementing more
ways to use the flat roofs as a consequence of the period of ‘functionality’:
“As a consequence of the Bombardement, and the functional design of the city afterwards,
the city has a lot of flat roofs” (Interview 7).
The examples of multidisciplinary roofs and water squares are part of the integral and
multidisciplinary approach to implement adaptation measurements that contribute to
the liveability and quality of the city (Interview 2; 4; 7). The green roofs can be seen as
private, as well as public initiatives. The municipality of Rotterdam implemented a
‘green roof subsidy’ for people and other actors who wanted to redevelop their roof into
a green roof to implement this measurement (Interview 7).
The main idea of the adaptation strategies of Rotterdam is “working with water to create
an attractive, economically strong, and climate proof city” (Rotterdam Adaptation
Strategy 2012 p. 80). This can be achieved by top-down massive initiatives as
watersquares, but can also be achieved by implementing adaptation measures on
private property by which water is captured and the drainage is postponed in order to
decrease the pressure on the sewage system. Water is completely imbedded in the DNA
of Rotterdam and will always be important for the city. This section has shown that the
shift from more top-down planning towards bottom-up planning has made the city more
adaptive to climate change. The next section will outline the most iconic moments in the
coevolution of the city of Amsterdam.
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4.3.

Amsterdam

This section will discuss the coevolution processes of water governance and science
history, and the coevolution history of the physical system of Amsterdam. Different
iconic moments were of specific value for the history of Amsterdam and its way of
dealing with water. This section will first discuss two iconic moments in history that are
of importance for the current situation of water management in the city: first, the
development and alteration of the canals of Amsterdam; and secondly, the cloudburst on
the 28th of July 2014. These moments will be discussed in chronological order as they
are presented above.
4.3.2. The canals of Amsterdam
The next section will discuss the first iconic moment of water management in the city of
Amsterdam, which is establishment of the canals in Amsterdam.
The city of Amsterdam first got mentioned in the written history in 1275 when earl
Floris V gave the inhabitants of Amsterdam a toll privilege in which the people did not
had to pay a toll to use the waters of Amsterdam. This in turn created significant
opportunities for Amsterdam regarding economic development (Ouboter & Koning,
2017). In 1306 Amsterdam received its city rights. The city of Amsterdam back then,
was a terp village built from the material that became available when the canals were
dredged:
“Amsterdam is a city of terps. Escaping from the vulnerability to water, is building canals”
(Interview 1).

The city had experienced several floods in history (Ouboter & Koning, 2017), so by
heightening the city, the inhabitants became less vulnerable for the water coming into
the city, because the city still experienced tidal flows (Interview 1).
Between the 15th and 16th century Amsterdam became a bigger part of the Netherlands,
because it grew into the centre of commerce for the new country, this period is also
known as the Golden Age. In this period the population of Amsterdam increased by 5
times after the Fall of Antwerp (Interview 1). More canals were dug for water storage,
fortification and for better accessibility of the growing city. But the choices made to deal
with the water, were not forthcoming from policy, these were more pragmatic choices:
“Back then, it were not choices made trough policy, it were pragmatic choices from the
building people with the means they had available, to deal with the pressures of the system
and the location in the landscape” (Interview 1).
Population growth and urban structure
However, with this population growth, the city became more populated and problems
with water storage and the drainage of water became a problem resulting in hygienic
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challenges. Stinking and highly polluted water were serious problems, even resulting in
Amsterdam having a name of: “Een schone maagd met de stinkende adem”, translated to
‘a beautiful virgin with a stinking breath’ (Abrahamse, 2011 p. 296). But financial
arguments always dominated over water quality and the quality of the system:
“ If there are problems and you [Amsterdam] are rich, you will invest to find a solution”
(Interview 1).

In 1617 the disease of the black plague caused a lot of casualties in Amsterdam, which
was according to the municipality government a result of the stench of the water
(Abrahamse, 2011). However, the urban structure of the city contributed to the
diffusion of the black plague as a result of the dense urban development in the city
(Interview 1). In this time, it were mostly the private stakeholders as for example the
city brewers who invested in solutions to the water-related problems, because they had
the most interests in clean water (Ouboter & Koning, 2017). Also, there was no
enforcement on the legislation in place on the canals, because the responsibility was not
for the city, but for the region of Amsterdam. It lasted until the 19th century before a
technological solution was implemented and professionalising of the governance of the
city and more public involvement was raised (Abrahamse, 2011).
Some of the canals were muted as a result of the stench and other hygienic reasons;
however, the city centre of Amsterdam has maintained most of the iconic canals until
today, also as a result of the economic relevance of the canals for the city. The urban
structure of Amsterdam in the 17th century was a pragmatic design, which was used as
solution to a range of problems besides the physical environment, also as a consequence
of the growing population and economic prosperity:
“Not that many design choices were made with the development of Amsterdam, it is mostly
being directed by how much money you [Amsterdam] have, what you [Amsterdam] want,
what the possibilities are, and what a logical solution would be” (Interview 1).
Sewage system and infiltration capacity
The sewage system available in the city of Amsterdam first got implemented in 1906,
and this was and still is a combined sewage system in the city centre in which the
rainwater and wastewater are discharged (Ouboter & Koning, 2017). As a consequence
of preserving most of the canals, the city of Amsterdam has a slight benefit from the
presence of the canals in the city regarding the discharge of excessive rain in the city
centre. However, also due to the presence of the canals, the existing roads in the city
centre are sometimes small, leaving no space for a detangled sewage system
(Goudbloed, 2017).
“ If it rains excessively, you have more [in comparison to Rotterdam] canals to discharge
the rainwater to” (Interview 2).
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Because a major part of the city consists of pavement and concrete, the infiltration
capacity of water could cause problems in the city centre after excessive rainfall
(Interview 8). However, within Rainproof there is not the belief that a different sewage
system would be the solution:
“The problem is already there, making the pipes three times bigger is not the solution, and
it would also be too expensive” (Interview 8).
The next section will draw further upon this notion of infiltration and retainment and
how the influence of once specific event might have had an influence on the current way
of dealing with water-related climate change.
4.3.4. The cloudburst of 28th July of 2014
The second iconic moment regarding the water management in Amsterdam is the
cloudburst of the 28th July of 2014. However, it was not this exact moment that changed
the perception about water management in Amsterdam, but it did contribute to the shift
in thinking and awareness about the urgency of the problem of more precipitation in the
city. The next section will outline the cloudburst as part of the pivotal moment in
changing the urban design process to account for climate change and water
management as well water governance and the physical system.
The theme of climate change was already introduced within Amsterdam from 2009 on,
however due to the high presence of canals and surface water; there was almost no
awareness about the vulnerability to water-related climate change effects:
“The urgency of water-safety in Amsterdam was not as big as in Rotterdam, much more on
a lower scale” (Interview 2).
In 2011 a cloudburst took place in Copenhagen, Denmark and as a consequence
(temporarily) disrupting the society and costing billions (Goedbloed, 2017). If this
would have happened in Amsterdam:
“If the cloudburst of Copenhagen would have happened in Amsterdam [or Rotterdam], it
would have disrupted the city” (Interview 4).
An analysis was conducted on the vulnerability of Amsterdam, and it turned out that
Amsterdam indeed was vulnerable to excessive rainfall. This moment can therefore be
seen as an eye-opener in the case of the vulnerability of the city (Interview 3). Because
it turned out that apparently the canals had not enough capacity and with the ongoing
climate change, the safety of the city was not guaranteed (Interview 1). This resulted in a
shift in thinking about the fact that the canals were not enough to deal with extensive
rainwater.
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Governance
In 2009 the platform of Rainproof was established, as part of the Waternet Foundation.
This foundation is a cooperation between the city of Amsterdam and the regional water
authority Amstel Gooi and Vecht (Ouboter & Koning, 2017). The city of Amsterdam:
“[…] can be seen as autonomous, as a result of its history. This makes the city more
arrogant” (Interview 1).
And the current situation is that the municipality of Amsterdam is responsible for the
policy of water, and Waternet is responsible for the technical side of the system, for
example: the sewage system, water safety, surface water, and the new part of climate
adaptation. With the implementation of Rainproof, a shift in governance was made:
“Some changes work better if they come from outside, causing a different management
position, en the organisation and own municipality change” (Interview 8).
As mentioned in the section above, a pure technical solution as a detangled sewage
system is not possible, because there is no room below the surface. This in turn led to
the realisation that in order to decrease the vulnerability, the whole public space needed
to be taken into consideration regarding the possibilities to adapt to climate change
(Interview 2).
However, there is also a responsibility for the private sector: house owners are
responsible for their own property regarding water management (Interview 3). This in
turn makes the governance of water in Amsterdam a complex field of forces (Interview
1). Another reason that contributes to the fact that the governance is difficult is:
“ One of the big challenges is that it [climate adaptation] is so complex and new, and that a
lot of people do not know what is happening and how to deal with it” (Interview 4).
This section discussed the evolution of the systems in Amsterdam. According to
Norgaard (1994), many systems in social and natural worlds evolve interdependently,
and affecting other systems evolution. The case of Amsterdam shows how the systems of
water governance, science, and the physical environment evolve over time and thereby
affecting each other evolution. The next section will outline the water-related climate
adaptation strategies in Amsterdam.

4.4.

Water-related climate adaptation strategies in Amsterdam

As mentioned before, water is embedded in the DNA of the city of Amsterdam. However,
because climate change can be seen as something new on the agenda of Amsterdam, this
needs new measures to deal with the increasing vulnerability of the city. Currently the
biggest challenge in regard to water-related climate change is the increase in amount
and frequency of precipitation. It is therefore that the city is currently adapting to this
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consequence of climate change, to make the city less vulnerable. The next sections will
outline which strategies the city takes regarding its water-related vulnerability.
4.4.1. More intense and frequent precipitation
As mentioned above, the cloudburst of 28th of July 2014 was an eye-opener regarding
the water-related consequences of climate change and the vulnerability of Amsterdam
to flood risks. Rainproof is since then trying to mainstream water-related climate change
consequences in current and future planning:
“Adaptive water management is something you have to implement within the whole public
space” (Interview 8).
Another measure that is being taken is the influence of the new way of thinking in the
planning processes:
“We are trying when someone wants to plan or design a new space, that we give advise
about how to implement climate adaptivity into those new plans in order to decrease the
vulnerability to water-related climate change consequences” (Interview 3).
This means that in the implementation of new plans, as for example the new Marineplein
which is being designed, Rainproof already give their advice upfront and during the
planning process, and review afterwards the implementation of the plans. In this way
the redevelopment of this area will be done more adaptive regarding the vulnerability to
water-related climate change (Interview 3).
Another way in which water-related adaptation is being implemented is in the case of
redevelopment or restoration. It turns out with restoration of for example the sewage
system, it is not that more expensive to do it adaptive instead of traditional:
“It [restoration] might cost a bit more, but it matters that you do it on a way that is climate
proof and in that way more future proof” (Interview 3).
The examples above are mostly implemented in the public space, however, as
mentioned above, there is also a responsibility about rainwater for the homeowner
himself. The idea behind Rainproof Amsterdam is to create a network in which
inhabitants, companies, institutions, and the government work together in new, as well
in existing plans in order to create a rainproof environment (Goedbloed 2017). This
network approach can be seen in figure 11. The network can be seen as a facilitation
network, as a bottom-up approach to include everyone in the process to become more
adaptive to the consequences of water-related climate change.
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Figure 11 Network approach of Rainproof. (Goedbloed, 2017)

The program manager of Rainproof Amsterdam, who used to work for the municipality
of Rotterdam, said the following:
“It is not about the big projects, it is about the change in thinking about water” (Interview 2).
This quote reflects the idea about Rainproof in Amsterdam. By implementing small-scale
initiatives in the city, private or public, you create a physical environment within the city
that is more resilient to water-related climate change consequences. However, in the
city of Amsterdam, you also have limitations regarding a more rainproof environment,
these will be outlined in the next paragraph.
Limitations
Water-related climate change adaptation seems to be a new aspect in Amsterdam,
resulting in a new challenge to change the perception about the awareness to the risks
regarding climate change in decision-making processes and policy:
“Climate change in Amsterdam is not a thing yet, rainproof is. Climate change is not yet
imbedded into decision-making processes, or policy. That is a challenge” (Interview 2).
This quotes highlights the challenge of a new way of thinking about the consequences of
climate change. The idea that water safety would be guaranteed by bigger projects as for
example bigger pipes of the sewage system for discharge of rainwater are not always the
solution. Another difference can be brought back to the financial part of the plans:
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“Investments are mostly planned for short term, we don’t know when a downfall will
happen: it can be tomorrow or in 100 years” (Interview 3).
As a result of this uncertainty in events as a consequence of climate change, it might be
difficult to attract big investments in order to decrease the vulnerability of the city
regarding water-related consequences of climate change. This contributes to the
ideology of Rainproof Amsterdam to implement small-scale initiatives. Another
limitation in the change of the private and public space if:
“Sometimes when you want to innovate, there are still old structures in place, like the
protected townscape in the city centre. This can be seen as an obstruction to change and
this is still a task for the regional and national government” (Interview 3).
The example in the quote above can be seen as a big limitation in the city centre of
Amsterdam due to the protected townscape in place. When you want to implement a
green roof, it might be the case you’re not able to due to old legislation in place. This
refers to the change in governance that still can be seen as a challenge for the future.
“Climate change will probably be a new thing in the coming elections” (Interview 5).
If focussing on the future, climate change in Amsterdam can be considered as a new
element on the agenda, this element also has to do with the governance in the city. If
climate adaptation would be introduced on the political agenda, more awareness can be
raised and bigger steps can be taken in order to reduce the vulnerability (Interview 2).
The section above discussed the current adaptation strategies in place in Amsterdam.
Because climate change adaptation is quite a new topic on the agenda, the focus has
been on small-scale, bottom-up initiatives, in the public as well private space. Another
strategy is the mainstreaming of adaptation measures in new and existing design and
plans.
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5.

Conclusion

This bachelor thesis focused on the differences in water-related climate adaptation
between Amsterdam and Rotterdam, using the coevolution histories of governance,
science, and the physical system. This has led to the formulation of the following main
research question:
“What are the differences in water-related climate change adaptation strategies in
Amsterdam and Rotterdam, and how can they be explained from a coevolutionary
perspective?”
A comparative case study between Amsterdam and Rotterdam was conducted, using
related literature and in-depth expert interviews to analyse the differences in waterrelated adaptation strategies and the coevolution histories of governance, science, and
the physical system.
Rotterdam
The history of Rotterdam identifies three main events regarding the coevolution of the
water-related histories of governance, science, and the physical system: the Singelplan of
Rose in 1841; the Bombardement in 1940; and the Architecture Biennial in 2005.
The Singelplan of Rose was designed as a solution to the undesirable physical situation
of the city regarding the hygienic circumstances as a consequence of the growing
population. This plan included technical measures such as the implementation of canals,
which were used for better discharge of the polluted water. But the plan of Rose also
included a shift in governance in which responsibility shifted from the polder authority
to the city council.
After the Bombardement of Rotterdam during the Second World War, the city decided
for a redevelopment in the design of the functional city in which accessibility and
functional zoning were most important. This resulted in the filling up of the canals and
use of the city as predominantly office zone. Environmental awareness about climate
change and identifying related challenges led to a shift in thinking and acting about the
after-war urban design of the city.
The Architecture Biennial of 2005 led to an organizational shift from top-down onesided technical adaptations to a more integrated and interdisciplinary adaptation to the
water-related consequences of climate change. This shift emerged in more small-scale
initiatives and the mainstreaming of water-related climate change in existing and new
planning and policies. The water-related adaptation strategies in Rotterdam have also
seen a shift from the development of top-down, big-scale water projects to retain and
slow down the process of water infiltration after heavy rainfall events, towards more
bottom-up and integrated small-scale measurements which have more support and will
continue the process.
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Amsterdam
From the history of Amsterdam there are two main events regarding the coevolution of
the water-related histories of governance, science, and the physical system: the
development and existence of the canals, and the Cloudburst of the 28th of July 2014.
The development of the canals of Amsterdam was seen as a solution to the tidal
vulnerability of the inhabitants of the city at that time. With the growing population and
the expansion of the city, the water quality decreased and different, mostly private,
initiatives were used to change the undesirable situation of the smelling canals. This
resulted in filling of some of canals, but most were preserved. This preservation of the
canals was due to the economic relevance of the canals. The urban structure and water
system could and still can be seen as a pragmatic design of the city, which was the
outcome of dealing with the problems of the time.
Even with most of the canals still in place, the cloudburst of the 14th of July 2014 led to
water-related nuisance, and in turn more awareness about the vulnerabilities to the
water-related consequences of climate change. A platform was established to
mainstream and implement climate adaptation into existing and new developments and
policies. The implementation of water-related adaptation strategies in Amsterdam is
mainly focusing on small-scale initiatives. The network approach that is used in
Amsterdam is expressed in giving people the knowledge to make their environment
more adaptive.
The choices made in the coevolution histories of governance, science, and the physical
environment of both cities are of explanatory power for the current differences in
water-related adaptation strategies in Amsterdam and Rotterdam. The current situation
of both cities regarding governance, science, and the physical system are the result of
these systems evolving and affecting each other. Choices made regarding the governance
and science of the city consequently had influence on the physical environment, and vice
versa. The differences in the current adaptation strategies are a result of this
interdependency. Due to more challenges regarding water-safety in Rotterdam, the
urgency to deal with the problems as a consequence of climate change are higher than in
Amsterdam which presently only has to deal with the consequences of more frequent
and intense rainfall. These differences can be linked back to the implementation of the
choice to develop the inner city of Rotterdam regarding a functional design, filling up the
canals for better accessibility. Subsequently, a consequence of filling up the canals is the
decreased infiltration capacity of rainwater, and no possibility for the city to implement
a detangled sewage system to increase the capacity of the system. Amsterdam has kept
most of its canals, resulting in more discharge capacity in case of more frequent and
intense rainfall. Another important point from the coevolution of the histories is the
urgency to deal with the water-related climate change problems. This resulted in
Rotterdam starting with the implementation of large scale, top-down measurements
since 2007, and after the economic crisis shifting towards more bottom-up integrated
40

measures. While Amsterdam only identified climate change as an urgent issue after
2014, starting with small-scale initiatives and implementing adaptation on the political
agenda.
As mentioned by Norgaard et al. (2010), there are different ways to understand, interact
with, and to govern systems. Throughout history, different ways of dealing with
challenges have changed and affected the systems, which in turn affected other systems
as a reaction of change. A collective and integrated approach is important when it comes
to water-related adaptation strategies to climate change because of the complex
interactions and interdependencies between the systems of governance, science, and the
physical environment.
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6.

Discussion and reflection

From the answers of the in-depth interviews it was found that the current adaptation
strategies could indeed be seen as consequences of the coevolution process of the
histories of governance, science, and the physical system. This is in line with the
expectation that the histories of the systems do coevolve and affect each other. However,
according to Norgaard & Gual (2010) there is urgency in understanding the
coevolutionary aspect of culture and nature together to successfully implement
technologies and policies. This is also underlined by Adger et al. (2009) whom state that
the role culture plays in climate adaptation strategies is under-studied and needs more
research. Therefore, the absence of the topic of culture can be seen as a limitation of this
research and it is recommend that further research be carried out in this area.
This research contributes to the existing literature about the importance of the
coevolution and complexity perspective in researching social and environmental
systems for a better understanding. This research has also shown that more specific
knowledge is available about the city of Rotterdam than there is of the city of
Amsterdam. This might have to do with the fact climate change is quite a new issue for
Amsterdam on the agenda, or the urgency of the problem which seems larger in
Rotterdam, or as a consequence of the fact that Rotterdam has the specific task of
becoming the international frontrunner on climate adaptation and might have a larger
budget available for science and public relations on this issue in relation to Amsterdam.
For further research, it might be interesting to also research this final aspect, the
influence of being part of a network. According to Jones (2018) networks can also be
seen as possibilities to achieve climate objectives using the experience and best
practises of other cities.
In order to answer the main research question, seven in-depth interviews were
conducted with experts in Amsterdam as well in Rotterdam. These semi-structured
interviews all started with the same questions to identify the personal background of
the expert regarding the research topic, which was also researched before the
interviews to place. An important reflection of this research is the difference in quality of
the interviews conducted in Amsterdam versus the interviews in Rotterdam: because
most of the interviews in Rotterdam were conducted later in the research process, it can
be stated that these were of better quality because the researcher had a better insight in
how to ask the questions in order to receive the right information regarding the
research question and concepts. This might also explain the discrepancy between the
analysis sections of both cities. Subsequently, after this realization by the author, several
attempts were done to arrange more interviews in Amsterdam, but unfortunately this
did not work out within the set time frame.
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Appendices
Appendix 1 – List of respondents
Interviewees
1.

Date and Location
01-11-2017, Amsterdam

2.

16-11-2017, Amsterdam

Personal information
Site manager
Waternet Amsterdam
Program manager
Rainproof Amsterdam
Used to work at the Municipality of
Rotterdam

3.

23-11-2017, Amsterdam

4.

29-11-2017, Rotterdam

5.

30-11-2017, Amsterdam

6.

15-12-2017, Rotterdam

7.

20-12-2017, Rotterdam

External Interview
8.

05-05-2017, Amsterdam
Conducted by: Aling, Z., Dréau,
Y. & Shrestha, N.

Planning Advisor
Waternet Amsterdam
and
Citydeal Klimaatadaptatie
Strategic Advisor
Gemeente Rotterdam
and
Director
Water Sensitive Rotterdam
Program Manager
Circulair Innovation
Gemeente Amsterdam
Technical Trainee
Gemeente Rotterdam
and
C 40 Network
Manager
Gemeente Rotterdam
and
Resilient Strategy
Rotterdam
Program manager
Waternet Amsterdam
Rainproof Amsterdam
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